For Group
We have shared the technical topics that can be used in the project. Everyone has searching for his topic. On Saturday we will make small presentations for ourselves. Hence everyone will learn a bit about every topic. We will write analysis report next week.

Yağız Kargın
I have been assigned the topics: JSP, Apache and Tomcat Servers (we did not decided which server we would use). I have searched these topics in the internet and I found some useful things. At first I have got a general vision about JSP. We will use JSP in server side. We have got some data from client (API responses, instant messages, html forms), data from mail servers (jabber) and data from our database. We will use JSP to these data on the interface, or convert these data to the interface.

Caner Kavakoğlu
This week I have searched Jabber (XMPP) and Facebook’s Application creation/insertion support. We’ll use Jabber as an open source IM service with its flexible, extensible and secure services. I have an opinion for a start-up how to use Jabber. This week my special search was about Facebook’s Application service: first of all it is a great application! It was a perfect platform for people to share their applications and use them with their friend and anyone. Application creation will produce lots of creative ideas and sharing them with others will make it more useful. Facebook’s application service also helps developers in their coding with giving lots of information form their database (like user name/id etc.). If we can create this service it will be great for creative people even with a little knowledge in programming.

A.Kutlu Şahin
For this week my part was collecting information about HTML, Java Script and XML. This is my first time dealing with these issues, so I have searched through the internet and read some tutorials about these topics and I have gained a lot of information which will be quite helpful to develop our project. Right now I am working on the presentation about these subjects which will take place on Saturday’s regular group meeting.

Serhat Alyurt
My mission on this week was learning UML in adequate level. UML will be our common language to define our solutions and understand these. In addition, UML will be used for writing analyze report. Like my friends, I will make a small presentation about UML and at Saturday meeting we will define use-cases. And we will determine extra meeting dates for next week because of the analyze report.